Epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors in the treatment of central nerve system metastases from non-small cell lung cancer.
Brain metastases (BM) are common and disastrous occurrence in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Currently increasing studies suggest remarkable efficacy and mild toxicity of the epidermal growth factor tyrosine kinase inhibitor (EGFR TKI) in these patients, making targeted therapy an attractive option to BM from NSCLC. We here present a review about the use of EGFR-TKIs in this context and the following questions would be discussed: Are TKIs capable of permeating across brain-blood barrier (BBB)? How to boost exposure of EGFR TKI in cerebrospinal fluid to overcome the resistance of refractory metastases? Would the combination with other treatment like radiotherapy bring about advanced effect? And which patients with BM is the fittest population to EGFR-TKI treatment? In fact, though the administration of EGFR TKI only could achieve certain effect with limited penetration across BBB, increasing dose and combined radiotherapy would carry out better outcome. Unsurprisingly EGFR mutations were still the most important predictor of the sensitivity.